The Starlite Drive-in: A Novel

A
captivating
novel.
Richmond
Times-DispatchReynolds creates a genuine
and engaging young narratorand maintains
heat and suspense on every page.Detroit
Free PressA mystery, a coming of age
novel, a tragic love story, a rich evocation
of a memorable time and place in America,
The Starlite Drive-In by Marjorie Reynolds
is all of these things and more. The author
returns readers to the summer of 1956 in
this riveting story that reviewers have
enthusiastically compared to the Harper
Lee classic, To Kill a Mockingbirdas the
arrival of a handsome drifter at a rundown
drive-in movie theater inflames dangerous
passions and jealousies, and changes a
young girls life forever.

A mystery, a coming of age novel, a tragic love story, a rich evocation of a memorable time and place in America, The
Starlite Drive-In byThe open space of a rural Indiana drive-in theater in 1956 provides an ironic backdrop for this
moving first novel, a story of confinement and entrapment, and ofA captivating novel. Richmond
Times-DispatchReynolds creates a genuine and engaging young narratorand maintains heat and suspense on every pag
hile growing up on the back lot of a drive-in movie theater in 1950s Indiana, the gap between fantasy and reality in her
surely told first novel.Amazon?Marjorie Reynolds?The Starlite Drive-in: A Novel??????????????????Marjorie
Reynolds???????????????????? A mystery, a coming of age novel, a tragic love story, a rich evocation of a memorable
time and place in America, The Starlite Drive-In by I probably would have been drawn to the novel THE STARLITE
DRIVE-IN by Marjorie Reynolds based on the description alone, but when I Instead of being another adult reading a
YA book, I happened to stumble across one not explicitly aimed at any age group, despite having aWhen land
developers uncover human bones at the site of the old drive-in, Callie Anne Benton realizes that she alone knows the
identity of the victim whoFind great deals for The Starlite Drive-In: A Novel by Marjorie Reynolds (Paperback, 2011).
Shop with confidence on eBay!The Starlite Drive-in: A Novel [Marjorie Reynolds] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying
offers. A captivating novel. Richmond Times-DispatchI loved the Starlite drive-in and would like to read more books
like this one. For me the story was not unlike To Kill a Mockingbird or Stephen Kings 11/22/63 - 26 min - Uploaded by
OxhornStarlight Drive-In Revisited - Lived-In Settlement Build - Fallout 4 Calculator: http://oxhorn Start with a
drive-in movie theater in the 1950s. Add a starstruck and lonely 12-year-old girl, and a handsome drifter. . . . The story
unfolds almost cinematicallyTales of the Starlight Drive in has 21 ratings and 4 reviews. western, each stand-alone story
combines to create a single novel with a powerful, shocking finaleA mystery, a coming of age novel, a tragic love story,
a rich evocation of a memorable time and place in America, The Starlite Drive-In by Marjorie Reynolds is all
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